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Abstract—In this paper, we present a multiple target tracking
(MTT) algorithm for time-varying number of targets with linear
state dynamics and a non-linear observation model. The algo-
rithm uses a particle filter to target the joint posterior of data
association and target states given observations. Target states are
inferred by a Rao-Blackwellised particle filter which integrates
out the velocity part of a target state, leaving only its position
part to be sampled. We also design an efficient Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) kernel to rejuvenate target positions in
the spirit of the resample-move algorithm. Simulation results
show that Rao-Balckwellisation of the velocity component and
the additional MCMC move lead to a notable improvement over
the standard particle filter for MTT.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple target tracking (MTT) aims at tracing the trajec-

tories of multiple targets over time from their noisy measure-

ments, which we call observations. The number of targets may

vary due to the targets entering and leaving the surveillance

region. In addition, we have possible mis-detection of targets

as well as false measurements (clutter) due to the imperfect-

ness of the sensor. Under these far from ideal conditions, the

main goal of MTT, namely detection of targets and estimation

of their states over time, becomes a challenging problem.

There are two main branches of methods to address the

MTT problem depending on how they treat the data association

problem, i.e. the problem of determining which observations

are generated by which targets. One main branch is based

on marginalising out the data association by using all the

observations for each target to update their state estimates.

The joint probabilistic data association filter (JPDAF) [1], [2],

and the probability hypothesis density (PHD) filtering [3],

[4] fall under this branch. The JPDAF method uses a set of

Gaussian distributions to approximate the posterior distribution

of the target states, while the PHD filter uses random sets

and finite set statistics to propagate the first order moment of

the posteriors of the multiple targets in a tractable way. The

other main branch is based on estimating the data association

together with the target states, whose representative is multiple

hypotheses tracking (MHT) [5]. MHT explicitly assigns ob-

servations to targets and update the state estimates according

to the specific assignments. As the number of hypotheses

grows exponentially in time, only the most probable ones are
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maintained. Compared to MHT, probabilistic MHT (PMHT)

[6] reduces the complexity by relaxing the constraint that one

observation can only be assigned to one target.

With the advance of Monte Carlo methodology, sequential

Monte Carlo (SMC) (or particle filtering) and Markov chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are applied to solve MTT

problems where the posterior distribution of data association

and/or target states is approximated by samples. [7] and [8]

present SMC and MCMC implementations of JPDAF. MCMC

and SMC methods that target the posterior distribution of the

data association can be found in [9] and [10], respectively. In

both these works, it is assumed that the target dynamics and

observations are linear Gaussian, so that hidden states can be

marginalised out via the Kalman filter [11]. For more general

MTT models, [12] propose a particle filter to target the joint

posterior of data association and target states. Finally, the SMC

implementation of the PHD filter can be found in [13].

In this paper, we first propose an algorithm for the state es-

timation of a single target with linear Gaussian state dynamics

and non-linear observation model. In the algorithm, we use a

Rao-Blackwellised particle filter (RBPF) [14] which allows us

to marginalise out a certain part of the target state and perform

particle approximation only to the remaining part. Specifically,

in most practical cases, the target state consists of position and

velocity components where the observation is only dependent

on the position. When the target has linear Gaussian state

dynamics, we can integrate out its velocity and use particles

to target the posterior of its position. We then design a novel

MCMC kernel which follows RBPF to rejuvenate particles as

a resample-move step [15]. In the second part of the paper, we

adopt our algorithm to the multiple-target case so that it tackles

the target detection, data association and state estimation. To

propose data association in the particle filter, we use the L-

best linear assignment approach [16] as an approximation to

MHT, which is also used in other works such as [7], [17]–

[20] in slightly different ways. This paper can be considered

as an extension of the tracking algorithm used in [19] which

integrates out the whole hidden state as in [10] when the

observation model is linear Gaussian.

In Section II, we present an algorithm to estimate states of

a single target with partially observed linear Gaussian state

dynamics. In Section III, we introduce the MTT model used

in this paper. In Section IV, we present our MTT algorithm



which extends the one in Section II to the multiple-target case.

In Section V, we conclude the paper with a discussion on the

method and possible future directions.

A. Notation

We introduce random variables (also sets and mappings)

with capital letters such as X,Y, Z,X, A and denote their

realisations by corresponding small case letters x, y, z,x, a.

Sets of variables are shown with bold lwetters. If a non-

discrete random variable X has a density ν(x), with all

densities being defined with respect to (w.r.t.) the Lebesgue

measure, we write X ∼ ν(·) to make explicit the law of X . For

a matrix P (or a vector q), PT (or qT ) denotes its transpose.

ai:j is used to denote the finite sequence {ai, ai+1, . . . , aj},

with the convention of ai:j = ∅, i > j,

II. STATE ESTIMATION WITH RBPF AND RESAMPLE-MOVE

The hidden Markov model (HMM) is commonly used to

model a single moving object and its observations. In a HMM,

we have a sequence of a pair of random variables {(Xt, Yt) ∈
X × Y}t≥1 such that

X1 ∼ µ(·), Xt|(X1:t−1 = x1:t−1) ∼ f(·|xt−1),

Yt|
(

{Xt}t≥1 = {xt}t≥1

)

∼ g(·|xt),

where only {Yt}t≥1 is observed. Here, µ is the probability

density of the initial hidden state X1, while f and g are

the state transition and observation densities, respectively.

In this paper, we consider a particular HMM with linear

Gaussian state dynamics and non-linear observations corrupted

by Gaussian noise, i.e.

µ(x) = N (x;µb,Σb), f(x′|x) = N (x′;Fx,Q), (1)

g(y|x) = N (y;h(x), R), (2)

where N (x;µ,Σ) denotes the probability density of the mul-

tivariate normal distribution, with mean µ and covariance Σ,

evaluated at x.

In general, the filtering density p(xt|y1:t) does not admit

an analytical solution with the exception of a linear Gaussian

HMM where the Kalman filter [11] can be applied. For general

cases, particle filter [14] is widely used to approximate the

filtering density at time t by a set of particles {x
(i)
t }1≤i≤N

and weights {w
(i)
t }1≤i≤N as

p̂(xt|y1:t) =
N
∑

i=1

w
(i)
t δ

x
(i)
t

(xt),

N
∑

i=1

w
(i)
t = 1.

A. RBPF for tracking single target

In target tracking applications, we usually have the kine-

matic state

X =

[

S

V

]

∈ X ⊂ R
dx ,

where S and V are the position and velocity components of

the state respectively. Specifically, in a 2-D tracking problem,

dx = 4, S = (Sx, Sy)
T denotes the target position in x and y

direction, and V = (Vx, Vy)
T denotes the velocity in x and y.

Under the assumption of linear Gaussian state dynamics, we

write F and Q in the form of submatrices corresponding to

the position and velocity parts as follows1

F =

[

Fss Fsv

0 Fvv

]

, Q =

[

Qss Qsv

Qvs Qvv

]

Letting ∆St = St+1 − FssSt, we have

Vt = FvvVt−1 + Et,v

∆St = FsvVt + Et,s,

where Et,v and Et,s are Gaussian noise with covariance Qvv

and Qss respectively. It can be seen that {Vt,∆St}t≥1 is a

state space model with state noise Et,v at time t correlated with

observation noise Et−1,s at time t − 1. Its initial distribution

is p(v1) = N (v1;µbv,Σbv), which is the velocity marginal of

µ(x). We also write p(s1) = N (s1;µbs,Σbs), which is the

position marginal of µ(x) for the initial position.

The observation Y ∈ Y ⊂ R
dy generated by a moving

target is usually determined by the position of the target, i.e.

Y = h(X) = h(S, V ) = h(S). Therefore, for the posterior of

x1:t = (s1:t, v1:t) we have the following factorisation

p(s1:t, v1:t|y1:t) = p(s1:t|y1:t)p(v1:t|s1:t).

Since p(v1:t|s1:t) admits an analytical expression, we can

apply the Rao-Blackwellised particle filter in [14] to perform

the particle approximation of the marginal posterior

p(s1:t|y1:t) ∝ p(s1:t)p(y1:t|s1:t),

where p(s1:t) can be calculated recursively as follows. Ini-

tialise p(x1) = µ(x1), p(s1) = N (s1;µbs,Σbs). Assume

at time t − 1 we have p(xt−1|s1:t−2), p(st−1|s1:t−2). At

time step t, we calculate p(xt|s1:t−1), p(st|s1:t−1) via

p(vt−1|s1:t−1) as follows

p(vt−1|s1:t−1) =
p(xt−1|s1:t−2)

p(st−1|s1:t−2)
(3)

p(xt|s1:t−1) =

∫

p(xt|xt−1)p(vt−1|s1:t−1) dvt−1 (4)

p(st|s1:t−1) =

∫

p(xt|s1:t−1)dvt. (5)

When linear Gaussian dynamics is assumed for the state,

all of the integrals above result in Gaussian densities.

Specifically, at each iteration, we have p(vt−1|s1:t−1) =
N (vt−1;µv,t−1,Σv,t−1), p(xt|s1:t−1) = N (xt;µx,t,Σx,t)
and p(st|s1:t−1) = N (st;µs,t,Σs,t), where

(µv,t−1,Σv,t−1) = Conditional(µx,t−1, Σx,t−1, st−1) (6)

(µx,t,Σx,t) = KP(µ̄x,t−1, Σ̄x,t−1) (7)

µ̄x,t−1 =

[

st−1

µv,t−1

]

, Σ̄x,t−1 =

[

0 0

0 Σv,t−1

]

(µs,t,Σs,t) = Marginal(µx,t, Σx,t). (8)

1For simplicity, we make Fvs = 0, but RBPF can also be applied when it
is non-zero



The routines called ‘Marginal’ and ‘Conditional’ are defined

for calculating the marginal and conditional density of mul-

tivariate normal distribution respectively, and ‘KP’ performs

the predication step of Kalman filter, see Section A for

details. Note that, (6)-(8) correspond to (3)-(5) respectively

to calculate the sufficient statistics. To propagate the particles,

there is no need to store the history of s1:t−1 in each particle

but only the relevant statistics.

Here we take the nearly constant velocity model with

bearing-range observations as an example of the linear state

dynamics and non-linear observation model. This model is

widely used in the literature (e.g. [12], [21]) for its applica-

bility in radar tracking. RBPF can be used for this model by

performing the iteration (6)-(8).

Example 1. (The nearly constant velocity model with

bearing-range observations) Targets are moving in the 2-

D dimension i.e, X = (Sx, Sy, Vx, Vy), and only a noisy

measurement of bearing and range of the target position is

observed, i.e,

h(x) =
[√

s2x + s2y, arctan(
sy
sx
)
]T

.

The state-space model in (1) and (2) has the specific structural

as

µb =
[

µbx, µby, 0, 0
]T

, Σb =

[

σ2
bpI2×2 02×2

02×2 σ2
bvI2×2

]

F =

[

I2×2 TsI2×2

02×2 I2×2

]

, Q =

[

σ2
xB 02×2

02×2 σ2
yB

]

B =

[

T 3
s

3
T 2
s

2

T 2
s

2 Ts

]

, R =

[

σ2
r 0

0 σ2
b

]

,

(9)

where Ts is the sampling period.

B. Resample-Move for diversifying particles

The particle filter is known to suffer from the path degener-

acy problem due to the resampling step [14]. Specifically, due

to resampling, the smoothing distribution p(s1:τ |y1:t), τ ≪ t is

poorly approximated by few particles. To mitigate the impov-

erishment of particles, we use the resample-move algorithm

[15] to rejuvenate them. In each particle, we store the M + 1
most recent states St−M :t instead of St and try to move the

last M of them, St−M+1:t, using an MCMC kernel having

p(s1:t|y1:t) as its invariant density. The MCMC kernel de-

signed for this purpose performs a Gibbs-like move conditional

on the history S1:t−M using a Metropolise-Hastings kernel

[22]. Given the current values s1:t−M for the states St−M+1:t

to be rejuvenated, new values s′1:t−M are proposed according

to q(·|s1:t−M , yt−M+1:t), and accepted with the acceptance

probability which is the minimum of 1 and

p(s′t−M+1:t|s1:t−M , yt−M+1:t)q(st−M+1:t|s1:t−M , yt−M+1:t)

p(st−M+1:t|s1:t−M , yt−M+1:t)q(s′t−M+1:t|s1:t−M , yt−M+1:t)
.

(10)

The proposal q(·|s1:t−M , yt−M+1:t) is designed as follows.

We first run unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [23] to get

π(xτ |s1:t−M ), τ = t−M + 1 : t (11)

which is a Gaussian approximation of the posterior distribution

of the target state. Here, π(·) is used as a generic symbol

for the densities based on UKF, in which the dependence

on observations y1:τ is suppressed to simplify the notation.

Next, we perform backwards sampling by first sampling

st ∼ π(st|s1:t−M ) and then sample

sτ ∼ π(·|s1:t−M , sτ+1:t),

backwards in time, where the density at each step can be calcu-

lated recursively: Given that we have π(xτ+1|s1:t−M , sτ+2:t)
and π(sτ+1|s1:t−M , sτ+2:t) for time τ + 1, the densities

π(xτ |s1:t−Msτ+1:t) and π(sτ |s1:t−M , sτ+1:t) for time τ can

be calculated via π(vτ+1|s1:t−M , sτ+1:t) as

π(vτ+1|s1:t−M , sτ+1:t) =
π(xτ+1|s1:t−M , sτ+2:t)

π(sτ+1|s1:t−M , sτ+2:t)
(12)

π(xτ |s1:t−M , sτ+1:t) =

∫

π(xτ |s1:t−M , xτ+1)

×π(vτ+1|s1:t−M , sτ+1:t)dvτ+1 (13)

π(sτ |s1:t−M , sτ+1:t) =

∫

π(xτ |s1:t−M , sτ+1:t)dvτ . (14)

We observe that the equations in the recursion are Gaus-

sian again due to the linear Gaussian model. Specifically,

denoting the filtering and smoothing densities by sub-

scripts 1 and 2 respectively, and writing the filtering den-

sity (11) as N (xτ ;µx,τ |1,Σx,τ |1), smoothing density (12) as

N (vτ+1;µv,τ+1|2, Σv,τ+1|2), (13) as N (xτ ;µx,τ |2, Σx,τ |2),
and (14) as N (sτ ;µs,τ |2,Σs,τ |2), then we have Equations

(12)-(14) equivalent to

(µv,τ+1|2, Σv,τ+1|2) = Conditional(µx,τ+1|2, Σx,τ+1|2, sτ+1)

(µx,τ |2, Σx,τ |2) = KFS(µx,τ |1, Σx,τ |1, µ̄x,τ+1|2, Σ̄x,τ+1|2)

µ̄x,τ+1|2 =

[

sτ+1

µv,τ+1|2

]

, Σ̄x,τ+1|2 =

[

0 0

0 Σv,τ+1|2

]

(µs,τ |2,Σs,τ |2) = Marginal(µx,τ |2, Σx,τ |2).

where the routine ‘KFS’, which calculates the smoothing

density of Xτ , is given in the Section A. Thus, the proposal

described so far can be written as

q(s′t−M+1:t|s1:t−M , yt−M+1:t) =

t
∏

τ=t−M+1

π(s′τ |s1:t−M , s′τ+1:t).

(15)

This proposal procedure is similar to the unscented Kalman

smoother [24], but it has a Rao-Blackwellised flavour since the

velocity component is not sampled in the backwards sampling.

Note that, in order to calculate the acceptance ratio, we need

to store Note that, in order to initialise the UKF and calculate

the acceptance ratio in (10), for each particle we only need to

store st−M :t, and the statistics (µv,t−M ,Σv,t−M ), (µv,t,Σv,t)



of conditional densities p(vt−M |s1:t−M ), p(vt|s1:t) of the

velocity part at times t−M and t.

Algorithm 1. State estimation with RBPF and RM

At time t = 1,

• For i = 1 : N , sample s
(i)
1 ∼ N (·;µbs,Σbs), initialise

(µ
(i)
v,1,Σ

(i)
v,1) = Conditional(µb,Σb, s

(i)
1 ), and the histori-

cal velocity statistics as (µbv,Σbv).

• Compute the weights w
(i)
1 ∝ p(y1|s

(i)
1 ).

• Resample {w
(i)
1 , s

(i)
1 } to obtain N equally-weighted par-

ticles { 1
N
, s̄

(i)
1 }.

At time t ≥ 2,

• Sample s
(i)
t ∼ N (·;µ

(i)
s,t, Σ

(i)
s,t), where

(µ
(i)
s,t,Σ

(i)
s,t) = Marginal(µ

(i)
x,t, Σ

(i)
x,t)

(µ
(i)
x,t,Σ

(i)
x,t) = KP(µ̄

(i)
x,t−1, Σ̄

(i)
x,t−1)

µ̄
(i)
x,t−1 =

[

s
(i)
t−1

µ
(i)
v,t−1

]

, Σ̄
(i)
x,t−1 =

[

0 0

0 Σ
(i)
v,t−1

]

.

Update the statistics of the conditional velocity density

p(v
(i)
t |s

(i)
1:t) = N (·;µ

(i)
v,t,Σ

(i)
v,t)

(µ
(i)
v,t,Σ

(i)
v,t) = Conditional(µ

(i)
x,t, Σ

(i)
x,t, s

(i)
t ).

Update2 the state window s̃
(i)
t = [s̄

(i)
t−M :t−1, s

(i)
t ], calcu-

late (µ
(i)
v,t−M ,Σ

(i)
v,t−M ) to update the historical velocity

statistics.

• Compute the weights w
(i)
t ∝ p(yt|s

(i)
t ).

• Resample {w
(i)
t , s̃

(i)
t } to obtain N equally-weighted par-

ticles { 1
N
, s̃

(b(i))
t }, where b(i) is the original particle

index before resampling of the i-th particle.

• Get s̄
(i)
t−M :t by passing s̃

(b(i))
t to the MCMC kernel with

proposal (15) for i = 1 : N .

III. MTT MODEL

In this section, we state our MTT model by adopting the

notations and the illustration in [19] and [25]. In the MTT

model, the state and the observation at each time are random

finite collections:

Xt =
(

Xt,1, Xt,2, . . . , Xt,Kx
t

)

,Yt =
(

Yt,1, Yt,2, . . . , Yt,K
y
t

)

.

Each element of Xt is the state of an individual target. The

number of targets Kx
t under surveillance changes over time

due to targets entering and leaving the surveillance region

R ⊂ R
dy , referred to as ‘birth’ and ‘death’ respectively.

With the survival probability ps, a target evolves to the next

time point according to the state dynamics in (1), otherwise

it ‘dies’. New targets are ‘born’ from a Poisson process with

density λb and each of their states is initiated according to

the initial density in (1). The hidden states of the new born

targets and surviving targets at time t forms Xt. At time

t = 1, no surviving targets are assumed and only possible new

2If t < M , the state window will be [s̄1:t−1, s
(i)
t ] , and the historical

velocity statistics keep unchanged as (µbv ,Σbv).

born targets can appear. Targets are observed with probability

pd with observations generated according to (2). Each target

evolves and generates observation independently here. False

measurements (clutter) can appear from a Poisson process with

the density λf with uniform distribution over the surveillance

region R. We denote by Yt the superposition of clutter and

observations of the detected targets.

To facilitate the expression of MTT model, we define several

random variables as follows. Let Cs
t to be a Kx

t−1×1 vector of

1’s and 0’s (with the convention Kx
0 = 0), where 1’s indicate

survivals and 0’s indicate deaths. More clearly,

Cs
t (i) =

{

1, i’th target at t− 1 survives

0, i’th target at t− 1 dies
, i = 1, . . . ,Kx

t−1.

The number of surviving targets at time t is, then, Ks
t =

∑Kx
t−1

i=1 Cs
t (i). We also define Ks

t ×1 vector Ist containing the

indices of surviving targets at time t− 1,

Ist (i) = min







k :

k
∑

j=1

Cs
t (j) = i







, i = 1, . . . ,Ks
t .

Therefore, Xt−1,Is
t (i)

evolves to Xt,i for i = 1, . . . ,Ks
t .

Denoting the number of ‘births’ at time t as Kb
t , we have

Kx
t = Ks

t +Kb
t . Next, given Kx

t we define Cd
t to be Kx

t × 1
vector of 1’s and 0’s where 1’s indicate detections and 0’s

indicate non-detections:

Cd
t (i) =

{

1 i’th target at t is detected,

0 i’th target at t is not detected
, i = 1, . . . ,Kx

t .

Therefore, the number of detected targets at time t is Kd
t =

∑Kx
t

i=1 C
d
t (i). Similarly, we also define Kd

t × 1 vector Idt
showing the indices of the detected targets.

Idt (i) = min







k :

k
∑

j=1

Cd
t (j) = i







, i = 1, . . . ,Kd
t .

Notice that the labels of targets can change over time. Specif-

ically, targets that survive at time t− 1 are given the first Ks
t

labels at time t, and targets that are born at time t are given the

labels from Ks
t−1 +1 to Kx

t . Figure 1 illustrates a realisation

of Cd
t , C

s
t ,K

b
t up to t = 5.

Define the number of false measurements at time t as Kf
t ,

then we have Ky
t = Kd

t + Kf
t . As the final observation

collected by the observer is a random permutation of the

observation from our generative model, we need to introduce

an association vector between these two. Since we do not care

about the order of the observations arising from the clutter, the

association vector can be reduced to a one-to-one mapping

At : {1, . . . ,K
d
t } → {1, 2, . . . ,Ky

t }

showing the association from the detected targets to the

observations, i.e, Yt,At(i) is generated by the i’th detected

target Xt,Id
t (i)

. Note that the elements in At is distinctive (i.e.

At(i) = At(j), if and only if i = j) so that one observation

can only be assigned to one target at most. The prior of At is



X1,1 X2,1 X3,1 X4,1 X5,1

X1,2 X2,2 X3,2 X4,2 X5,2

X1,3 X2,3 X3,3 X4,3 X5,3

X2,4 X4,4 X5,4

Fig. 1. A realisation of Cd
t , C

s
t ,K

b
t up to t = 5 for an MTT

model (associations and clutter are not shown): blue: ‘detected’, red: ‘non-
detected’. cd1:5 = ([1, 1, 0] , [0, 1, 1, 1] , [1, 1, 1] , [0, 1, 0, 1] , [1, 1, 1, 1, 1]);
cs1:5 = ([ ] , [1, 1, 1] , [1, 0, 1, 0] , [0, 1, 1] , [1, 1, 1, 1]). kb1:5 = 3, 1, 1, 2, 0.
The states of each target are connected with arrows. Figure from [25].

uniform among all of the Ky
t !/K

f
t ! possibilities of choosing

Kd
t ordered elements from Ky

t observations.

In an MTT problem, generally the information of birth-

death, mis-detection, clutter and association mapping is not

known to the observer. Let us define the random variable

Zt =
(

Cs
t ,K

b
t , C

d
t ,K

f
t , At

)

to be the collection of those random variables defined above

for time t. The MTT model can be described as an HMM

comprised of the processes {Zt,Xt,Yt}t≥1, where the joint

process {Zt,Xt}t≥1 is the latent process and {Yt}t≥1 is the

observation process. For the MTT model we describe literally

above, we can write the joint density of z1:n,x1:n,y1:n as

p(z1:n,x1:n,y1:n) = p(z1:n)p(x1:n|z1:n)p(y1:n|x1:n, z1:n)

=

n
∏

t=1

p
ks
t

s (1− ps)
k
g
t P(kbt ;λb)p

kd
t

d (1− pd)
km
t P(kft ;λf )

kft !

kyt !

×
n
∏

t=1





ks
t

∏

j=1

f(xt,j |xt−1,ist (j)
)

kx
t

∏

j=ks
t+1

µ(xt,j)





×
n
∏

t=1





1

|R|k
f
t

kd
t

∏

j=1

g(yt,at(j)|xt,idt (j)
)



 . (16)

In (16), kgt = kxt−1−kst is the number of death, kmt = kxt −kdt is

the number of mis-detection, P(·, λ) denotes the probability

mass function of the Poisson distribution with parameter λ,

|R| is the volume of the surveillance region R. The last

three lines define p(z1:n), p(x1:n|z1:n), and p(y1:n|x1:n, z1:n),
respectively.

IV. MTT ALGORITHM

We go back to the case where the state Xt = (St, Vt) is

composed of position and velocity components and has linear

Gaussian dynamics. Defining

St = (St,1, . . . , St,Kx
t
),

we can marginalise the velocity out in (16), and get

p(z1:n, s1:n,y1:n) under the assumption of linear Gaussian

state dynamics. To extend Algorithm 1 to the MTT case,

we need to sample z1:t as well as s1:t given y1:t, in which

case each particle at time t contains the information of data

association zt and {st−M :t,j}j=1:kx
t

, the M + 1 most recent

positions3 of each target existing at time t. After resampling,

we use the MCMC kernel to modify the recent states of each

live target at time t within window length M via (15).

In the following, we present how to propose (zt, st) jointly

and calculate the importance weight of our particle filter for

MTT. This algorithm is an extension of the one used in [19] for

linear Gaussian state-space model. The L-best algorithm used

for data association is also used in [7], [17], [18] in similar

ways. We suppress the superscripts for particles numbers in

the notation for simplicity. Assume we have a parent particle

(zt−1, {st−M−1:t−1,j}j=1:kx
t−1

) at time t−1 with weight 1/N ,

we propagate the particle in the following way:

• Birth-death move: Sample kbt ∼ P(λb) and cst (j) ∼

Bernoulli(ps) for j = 1, . . . , kxt−1. Set kst =
∑kx

t−1

j=1 cst
and construct the kst × 1 vector ist from cst . Set kxt =
kst + kbt .

• Propagate the surviving targets: For 1 ≤ j ≤ kst , sample

st,j ∼ N (·;µj
s,t,Σ

j
s,t), where

µj
s,t,Σ

j
s,t = Marginal(µj

x,t,Σ
j
x,t)

(µj
x,t,Σ

j
x,t) = KP(µ̄j′

x,t−1, Σ̄
j′

x,t−1), j′ = ist (j),

µ̄j′

x,t−1 =

[

st−1,j′

µj′

v,t−1

]

, Σ̄j′

x,t−1 =

[

0 0

0 Σj′

v,t−1

]

.

Update the current velocity statistics of vt,j ,

(µj
v,t,Σ

j
v,t) = Conditional(µj

x,t,Σ
j
x,t, st,j).

Update the state window and historical velocity statistics

using st−M :t−1,ist (j)
and st,j in the same way as in

Algorithm 1.

• Detection and target-observation association: Construct

the kxt × (kyt + kxt ) cost matrix Dt as

Dt(i, j)

=



























log[pdN (yt,j ;h(st,i), R)] if i ≤ kst , j ≤ kyt ,

log[pdN (ŝ(yt,j);µbs,Σbs) if i > kst , j ≤ kyt

log[(1− pd)λf/|Y|] if i = j − kyt ,

−∞ otherwise,

where ŝ(y) is an estimator of the initial position of a

target as a function of y whose form is dependent on the

non-linear observation function h. Note that, the whole

cost matrix is formed by kxt × kyt matrix with the cost

of assigning observations to targets appended by kxt ×kxt
matrix with finite entries only in the diagonal for the cost

3can be less if the target is born after t − M in which case st−M :t,j

becomes s
t
j
b
:t,j

where t
j

b
is the birth time of target j at t.



of mis-detection. An assignment based on the cost matrix

Dt here is a one-to-one mapping αt : {1, . . . , kxt } →
{1, . . . , kyt + kxt }. The cost of the assignment, up to an

identical additive constant for each αt is

d(Dt, αt) =

kx
t

∑

j=1

Dt(j, αt(j)).

We need to find the set AL = {αt,1, . . . , αt,L} of L
assignments giving the highest assignment scores. The

set AL can be found using the Murty’s assignment

ranking algorithm [16]. Sample αt = αt,j from AL with

probability

exp[d(Dt, αt,j)]
∑L

j′=1 exp[d(Dt, αt,j′)]
, j = 1, . . . , L

Given αt, one can infer cdt (hence idt ), kdt , kft and the

association at as follows: for 1 ≤ k ≤ kxt ,

cdt (k) =

{

1 if αt(k) ≤ kyt ,

0 if αt(k) > kyt .

Then kdt =
∑kx

t

j=1 c
d
t (k), k

f
t = kyt − kdt , idt is constructed

from cdt , and finally

at(k) = αt(i
d
t (k)), k = 1, . . . , kdt .

• Propose the hidden state for new-born targets: for j =
kst +1 : kxt , we propose the position st,j of the new-born

target j from the prior N (·;µbs,Σbs), if it is not detected,

or from some proposal qb(·|yt,αt(j)). Initialise the current

velocity statistics by

(µj
v,t,Σ

j
v,t) = Conditional(µb,Σb, st,j).

Historical velocity statistics are initialised as (µbv,Σbv).
• Reweighting: After proposing (zt, st), we calculate the

weight of the particle,

wt ∝

(

λf

|Y|

)−kx
t
∏

j∈Nd

N (st,j ;µbs,Σbs)

qb(st,j |yt,αt(j))

L
∑

j=1

exp[d(Dt, αt,j)],

where Nd = {kst < j ≤ kxt : cdt (j) > 0} is the set of

new-born detected targets.

After the particle propagation, we resample N particles

according to their weights and in each of them we make

rejuvenate each target state using our MCMC kernel with

the proposal (15). In the next section, we will refer the

MTT algorithm presented here to as MTT-RBPF-RM al-

gorithm. Assuming for simplicity that all the particles in

the tracking algorithm estimates the number of targets cor-

rectly as Kx
t , the complexity of the algorithm at time t

is O
(

NL(Kx
t +Ky

t )
3 +NMKx

t + c
)

, due to the L-best

assignment step for each of the N particles, the M -scan

resample move step for each target of each particle, and the

resampling step which introduces the constant c.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We demonstrated the performance of our MTT algorithm

using simulated data of length T = 50 generated according

to MTT model (16) in Section III with the state-space model

shown in Example 1 in Section II-A within the surveillance

region R = [0, 250] × [0, 250]. The parameters in the MTT

model of (16) and the state-space model of (9) are set to

ps = 0.95, pd = 0.9 , λb = 0.2, λf = 3,

µbx = 125, µby = 125, σbp = 7, σbv = 2,

σx = 0.2, σy = 0.1, σr = 1, σb = 0.02, Ts = 1.

The data set used to test has 12 targets in total and on

average 4 targets at one time. We use N = 600 particles

to track them. The MCMC kernel modifies the M = 4
most recent positions of each target. The L-best approach is

implemented with L = 10.

The performance of our MTT algorithm is shown in Figure

2 and Figure 3 for one posterior sample obtained from the

algorithm. Figure 2 shows the data association results in y-

direction, where the upper plot is the ground truth and the

lower plot is the estimator from the tracking algorithm. Clutter

are shown in red circles and observations generated from same

targets are connected by blue asterisk lines. We can see that we

estimate the true data association with high accuracy, except

one false track with two observations and one true track split

into two tracks shown by two black arrows in the figure. Figure

3 compares the target position estimators with the ground truth

in x and y directions, where blue asterisks are estimators and

red circles are the ground truth. We can see, again, that targets

are tracked with high accuracy, except the death times of

two targets are delayed. This is caused by our proposal for

survival vector which is the prior, but can be improved by

jointly proposing the survival vector, the detection vector and

the assignment vector using L-best assignment.

Optimal SubPattern Assignment (OSPA) distance [26] is a

commonly used metric to evaluate the tracking performance.

It is a distance between two sets of points, and defined

roughly as the sum of a penalty term for the difference in

the cardinality of the two sets (OSPA-card) and the minimum

sum of distances between the points of those sets (OSPA-

loc). Figure 4 shows the comparison of OSPA distances

between MTT-RBPF-RM proposed in Section IV, MTT-RBPF

(without the resample-move step), and MTT-PF (the standard

particle filter which samples both the velocity and position

components). The resulting OSPA distances were obtained by

averaging over 200 samples obtained from the algorithms with

cut-off parameter c = 20 and order parameter p = 1. Figure

5 and Figure 6 show the comparison of the OSPA-loc and

OSPA-cad components separately. The improvement brought

by Rao-Blackwellised filter and the MCMC step can be seen

from the observation that MTT-RBPF-RM (the red solid line)

has the smallest OSPA distance and MTT-RBPF (the blue

dashed line) behaves slightly better than MTT-PF. This can

be expected by the fact that at average 90% of the MCMC

moves were accepted, and we sample from a smaller space
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Fig. 2. Measurements for 12 targets with the bearing-range observation model
and linear state dynamics. x-axis shows the time, and y-axis shows the
measurements in y direction. The upper plot categorises the measurements
according to the ground truth, where each blue asterisk track is for each
target’s measurements and the red circles show the clutter. The lower plot
categorises the measurements from the output of MTT-RBPF-RM. Black
arrows show the places different from the ground truth.
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Fig. 3. Output of MTT-RBPF-RM for 12 targets with the bearing-range
observation model and linear state dynamics. x-axis shows the time, and y-
axis shows the position of the targets. Red circles for the ground truth, and
the blue asterisk lines for the estimates of MTT-RBPF-RM

compared to the normal particle filter whose sampling space

incorporates the velocity part. At the beginning, they behave

similarly because we used the ground truth to initialise the

number of targets, which is 1, and this target can be easily

tracked within a few time steps.

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose an MTT algorithm which samples

the joint posterior of the data association and target position
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Fig. 4. Monte Carlo average of OSPA distance for the algorithms. For OSPA,
the cut-off and order parameters are c = 20 and p = 1
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Fig. 5. Monte Carlo average of OSPA-loc distance for the algorithms. For
OSPA, the cut-off and order parameters are c = 20 and p = 1

via a Rao-Blackwellised filter that integrates the target velocity

out. Each resampling step is followed by an efficient MCMC

move to rejuvenate target positions according to new observa-

tions. This MTT algorithm can deal with varying number of

targets and non-linear observation models. Simulation results

show that the proposed MTT-RBPF-RM algorithm gives a

satisfactory performance for tracking more than 10 targets and

much less OSPA distance error compared to MTT-PF which

includes the velocity into the sampling space. For future work,

we can focus on better proposals for target detection and data

association. In addition, block sampling strategy [27] or SMC

sampler [28] can be applied to propose the hidden states by

blocks followed by a resampling step instead of resample-

move.
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Fig. 6. Monte Carlo average of OSPA-cad distance for the algorithms. For
OSPA, the cut-off and order parameters are c = 20 and p = 1

APPENDIX

Consider a Markov process {Xt}t≥1 with linear Gaussian

state dynamics defined in (1). Given Xt = (St, Vt) with

filtering distribution p(xt|y1:t) = N (xt;µx,Σx) where

µx =

[

µs

µv

]

, Σx =

[

Σss Σsv

Σvs Σvv

]

,

we define the following routines:

(µs,Σss) = Marginal(µx,Σx)

(µ′
v,Σ

′
v) = Conditional(µx,Σx, s)

= (µv +ΣvsΣ
−1
ss (s− µs), Σvv − ΣvsΣ

−1
ss Σsv)

(µx,t+1,Σx,t+1) = KP(µx,Σx)

= (Fµx, Q+ FΣxF
T )

(µx,t|2,Σx,t|2) = KFS(µx, Σx, µx,t+1|2, Σx,t+1|2)

=
(

µx +K(µx,t+1|2 − Fµx), (I −KF )Σx +KΣx,t+1|2K
T
)

where K = ΣxF
T (Q+ FΣxF

T )−1.

Routine ‘Marginal’ gives the mean and covariance matrix

to characterise the position marginal p(st|y1:t); ‘Conditional’

characterises the conditional velocity distribution p(vt|st, y1:t)
given the position st; ‘KP’ calculates the predicted distri-

bution of p(xt+1|y1:t), and ‘KFS’ calculates the smoothing

density of Xt given the smoothing density of Xt+1 as

N (xt;µx,t+1|2,Σx,t+1|2).
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